Solitary Confinement: Problems and Alternatives

Extended penal isolation is a form of torture that should be eliminated. Providing reviews and performance criteria for release exemplifies the emptiness of using a procedural solution to resolve a substantive problem.

Inmates, of course, must be separated, and some must be insulated, from each other. Limited terms of more intensive confinement (along with loss of amenities) is a reasonable disciplinary sanction.

What is torture is the extended (30 days or more) social isolation of inmates in a barren, tiny cell with no congregate activity, denial of visits, telephone privileges, radio and television restrictions, program unavailability— and more.

The most dangerous inmate may be safely confined in a humane setting.

To date, reform has taken place through the federal courts and on behalf of those in categories deemed vulnerable: juveniles and the mentally ill. No court has yet rated extended isolation as Cruel and Unusual Punishment, but individual U.S. Supreme Court Justices have expressed such a view in different forums.
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